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Location/ Grid Ref : 643 060 
 
Photo Nr :      16/17  Looking : NNE into Upper Oldcroft (left) SE toward Lower Oldcroft (right)  
 
Assessor(s) Steve Dunford   

1 
Layout 

Both photo’s taken from the footpath running parallel to Oldcroft to the west of the 
settlement. It shows both parts; the more relatively condensed housing of Upper 
Oldcroft at the top of Herberts Way together with the small collection of houses at 
the bottom of the road. Lower Oldcroft is more scattered housing separated from 
Upper Oldcroft by an area of forest.  
 
The boundary of the Forest of Dean runs along the base of the hill from where 
these photos were taken.  

2 
Topography 

Oldcroft runs along the top of a narrow spur that slopes SE from Yorkley Slade 
towards the Severn valley.  Houses of Upper Oldcroft sit mainly on the crest of this 
ridge whereas Lower Oldcroft follows a general NE/SW orientation at the end of 
the spur.  
Ground rises steeply from the small valley at the base of Herbert’s Way towards 
Yorkley Court over farmland.   

3 
Spaces 

Originally housing settlement was sporadic in the area and is clumped into groups 
of several houses separated from the next by patches of forest waste or forest 
plantations.  Originally the older Victorian era houses had large gardens some 
which have been sold off and newer 20c housing has been built in the gardens. 
Houses do not follow a general building line but are orientated in a haphazard 
way, some being some distance off the road over Forest Waste.    

4 
Roads, 
streets, 
routes 

The two parts of the settlement are linked by a single narrow road with two spurs 
at Lower Oldcroft leading into Viney Hill. These roads are single carriageway.  
Street lighting is minimal .  

5 
Green and 

natural 
features 

The two parts are separated by Oldcroft Planation, part of the Forestry 
Commissions land. The east is uninterrupted forest and to the west and south 
open farmland.  

6 
Landmarks 

Nil  



7 
Buildings 

and details 

A mix of stone, rendered stone and more modern traditional brick construction, 
tiled roofs, large gardens.  (See also separate sheets)  

8 
Streetscape 

Compact pockets of housing seperated by open country.  

9 
Land Use 

See above sections  

10 
Views 

Woods and fields looking south over the Severn into the Cotswold escarpment 

 

 


